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How to Become Big: 

Masculinity Written in the Body of Populist Politician Tony Halme 

 

Jyrki Pöysä 

 

 

Life has not been a celebration, but I knew that if I manage to keep up training and I become big 

enough, all the rest follows from that1 

 

Tony ”Viking” Halme (1963-2010) was a controversal personality, a Finnish-Swede born in 

Helsinki into a poor family of a single mother and two sons, who had a career in plenty or arenas in 

Finland, Japan and USA - as a body builder and doorman in Helsinki, as a show wrestler and an 

actor in USA and Japan and as a politician in Finland. In the last part of his life, Tony Halme even 

acted as a singer.2 His life has been documented not only in plenty of tabloid journals, but also in 

books written or dictated by himself.3 After his death his wife Katja Halme has also told her version 

of the family life with Tony (Salomaa 2015). 

 

According the life historical books, Tony Halme’s life has been a constant struggle for gaining 

recognition, Anerkennung in Hegelian sense. His life-historical books seem to be written as part of 

that project, a kind of ex post facto story of life, why things happened like they did. Though 

connected to real life, the narrated logic of life of Tony Halme is here treated as a self made 

biography, Basteln biographie (Beck 1995). As part of that biography Tony Halme also recounts in 

one of his books (Jumala armahtaa - minä en, ‘God forgives, I won’t’) a Basteln biography of his 

tattoos (Halme & Aho 1998, 202-204). In this article I will be close reading that story with the help 

of photos and videos published in Halme’s books and on the Internet (YouTube videos and journal 

articles). Wrestler’s and body builder’s body is an interesting example of using your own body as a 

”public space”, open for everybody’s gaze. While dressed in a normal way, as a parliament member 

                                                             
1 ”Elämä ei ole ollut mitään juhlaa, mutta mä tiesin, että jos mä jaksan treenata ja musta tulee tarpeeksi iso, niin 

kaikki muu seuraa itsestään” (Halme & Aho 1998, 76). 
2 An ”official” version of Tony Halme’s life story can be read in Finnish and in English on Wikipedia: 

https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Halme (22.9.2020); https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Halme (22.9.2020). See 
also Jonjak (no date): Ludvig Borga – The Surreal, Shocking Life of Tony Halme. 

2 An ”official” version of Tony Halme’s life story can be read in Finnish and in English on Wikipedia: 
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Halme (22.9.2020); https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Halme (22.9.2020). See 
also Jonjak (no date): Ludvig Borga – The Surreal, Shocking Life of Tony Halme. 

3 Halme & Aho 1998: Jumala armahtaa – minä en (‘God forgives, I won’t’); 2002a: Viikingin voimaopas (‘Viking’s 
power manual’); 2002b: Tuomiopäivä (‘Doomsday’) 2003: Kovan päivän ilta (‘Evening of a hard day’, a collection 
of aphorisms or poems); 2010: Testamentti (‘Last will’, published after Tony Halme’s death). 
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for example, the tattoos are almost hidden, invisible for the public audience. 

 

A short bio of Tony Halme 

 

To be able to follow the story of different tattoos, where and why they were written on the body of 

Tony Halme, we have to know some basics of his life, where he was living, how he was earning his 

livelyhood, what kind of life plans he had. Luckily there is plenty of material published in Tony 

Halme’s books and web pages devoted to his career. Fort his article Halme’s first book (Halme & 

Aho 1998) is the key text. The book consists of two levels of narrativity: small stories (Bamberg & 

Georgakopoulou 2008) deriving evidently from Tony Halme’s oral repertoire and the larger, written 

life history with more ”philosophical” statements about Tony’s life and experiences. Tony Halme 

also gave some interviews, where he recounts his life historical background and ethics as a ”nice 

guy” not willing to fight, but falling sometimes in situations where he has to show his muscular 

power. Body building, started already in the age of 17, gives him the basic trust in his physical ego. 

Body building could be seen as his basic education compensating the formal education he couldn’t 

afford because of his social background or cultural values held among his peers.4 In this sense it is 

quite interesting, that Tony Halme was seen as talented oral performer. His first speech at the 

Finnish Parliament, written at least partly by his parliament assistant, was later cited and analyzed 

as a brilliant example of effective rhetorics (Torkki 2006, 236-239).  

 

It is interesting to note, that Tony Halme’s clear and punchy rhetorics fitted nicely with the rising 

populist rhetorics in Finland. Though based on street life and fitness halls of Helsinki city area in 

the end of 1970’s and beginning of 1980’s, Halme’s rhetorics could also be connected with the 

rising populist politics in Finland. Different kinds of body politics could be fitted under the 

umbrella of anti-elite, xenophobic anti-politician politics of a rising populist party of 

Perussuomalaiset (True Finns). (Kovala & Pöysä 2017). But that is another story. Let’s go back to 

1980’s. 

 

In 1985 Tony Halme moved to USA, his land of hope already after having seen Martin Scorsese’s 

Taxidriver at the age of 12 (Halme & Aho 1998, 60). Halme’s life story is full of ”funny” incidents 

about the travel and life in USA: living in an all-female-campus, training at a fittness hall for gays 

etc. Through Minnesota, Denver and Las Vegas Halme travelled to Los Angeles, which was his 

paradise of opportunities. Body building circles at the Gold’s, advertisements, work as a bodyguard 

                                                             
4 According the wikipedia pages Tony Halme went to high school and studied after that two years to become an 

electrician. 
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for celebrities5 – everything was like in the movies, which actually was another reality for many 

newcomers to this market of possibilities. Tony Halme even ended up in the same film Die Hard 

with a Vengeance (1995) with Bruce Willis. Boring Finnish lanscape of envy, endless chatting and 

critique against maximal input into what ever you are doing (including using hormones in body 

building) was left behind. (Halme & Aho 1998, 61, 86-87.) 

 

When work as a bodyguard changed into a more dangerous business of encashment of criminals 

Halme decided to do something else for living (and staying alive). A friend suggested, that for a guy 

with such a body he could be a success in wrestling. After a heavy training period in Los Angeles 

Halme took part in a tournee in New Zealand, where he met some bosses from the wrestling circles 

in Japan. Halme made an appointment and became a Terminator type badass with leather coat and 

boots and mohawk style haircut.  

 

After Japan Halme started show wrestler’s career in USA in 1989 as ”Ludvig Borga”, an imaginary 

bad guy (heel gimmick) - actually an environmentalist (!), who came from clean Finland and hated 

the pollution of USA (a slot Arnold Schwarzenegger seems to have adapted later). During that time 

he also participated in a famous Finnish TV Show Gladiaattorit (‘Gladiators’) in 1993 and 1994 

with a role name Viikinki (‘Viking’). In USA Halme’s career as a show wrestler ended in 4 year’s 

criminal inspection due to accusations of illegal guns and dealing of hormones. At the end, in 1997, 

Halme was released of the accusations (Halme & Aho 1998, 129-137).6 

 

Before the short political career lasting from 2003 to 2007, Tony Halme’s appointment was mainly 

based on his well trained and big (also the weight weighs) body (193 cm / over 140 kilos). After 

acting as a doorman in Helsinki and bodyguard and show wrestler in USA and Japan Halme found a 

new devotion in boxing. In between he tried to do some acting in advertisements and in movies as a 

bad guy, but that didn’t help him much financially (Halme & Aho 1998, 139-152).  

 

Boxing became a serious business for Halme starting from 1995 and lasting till 2003, to a fight 

which damaged his condition for a long time and possibly partly caused his death also. In his life 

historical book Halme tells, that already during the wrestling career he had to take strong pain 

killers after every match. Drinking, eating pain killers and hormones made up a strange mixture, 

which little by little ruined his health and evidently was one reason for dangerous episodes at home 

                                                             
5 Most famous among them Gene Simmons from the group Kiss and the group Cheap Trick (Halme & Aho 1998, 88-

92). 
6 http://www.accelerator3359.com/Wrestling/bios/borga.html 
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also.  

 

In a book about his wife’s experiences we can read about the other side of Tony Halme’s life, a 

masculine hybris turning little by little into sad nemesis. In 1999 Tony Halme was expelled from 

the USA for carrying an illegal weapon. The 38 days in jail was enough to turn Halme’s mind about 

the land of hope: ”Fuck You, Uncle Sam!” Coming back to Finland seemed to be a good 

opportunity in his situation. (Halme 2002, 37.) As it was, indeed. 

 

Body as a project and a story 

 

In earlier days (before 1990’s maybe?) tattoos were mostly visible part of the culture of sailors and 

criminals, people living in the marginal of society or outside of it. Tattoos were marking a 

membership in a special subculture, a life long commitment you could not wipe out or change 

whenever you wanted. And tattoos were mostly marking a masculine culture.7 

 

There is an important difference compared to culture of our own, postmodern times, or (in Ulrich 

Beck’s terms) time of reflexive modernity (Beck 1992). In reflexive modernity body has become the 

place for identity work for everybody. Body building is only one part of the industry and art form, 

where your own body has become a project in itself (Kinnunen 2001, 2008). Everything can be 

tuned: skin color, shape of your nose, size of breasts or butt, wrinkles around your eyes, size of your 

dick, not to mention color of your hair or clothing, available to everybody as normal way of modern 

day self-care.  

 

With this kind of body culture as a background it is quite easy to see tattooing also as one type of 

body practice not isolating yourself anymore from the normal, but giving some sort of special 

feeling of life-lasting identity work on your body, available also to groups not typical as visitors at 

earlier times’ (illegal) tattooing studios. Also (young) women can have tattoos today and as literary 

model they could have Stieg Larssons ”girl with a dragon tattoo”, Lisbeth Salander (Fahlgren et. 

alia 2014), a post welfare state incarnation of Astrid Lindgren’s Pippi Longstock, anti-conformist 

hero of my early youth. 

 

Tony Halme with his almost 20 different tattoos on his body stand on a fence between the old and 

                                                             
7 An excellent study of history, forms and functions of tattooing has been published by Jari Ruotsalainen as his 

dissertatation (and as articles before and after that). Ruotsalainen’s study shows clearly how tattooing has changed 
its functions as a form of body art. 
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new tattooing culture. Many of his tattoos refer to criminal subcultures of mafia-type organisations 

(yakuza in Japan) or ultra-right movements in Northern Europe. On the other hand, tattoos of Tony 

Halme can be seen as part of his body project connected to show wrestling, boxing and public life 

as a nationally known politician. Of these fields of body culture the boxing scene seems to be the 

most important. In the boxing context tattoos could be seen as an important part of boasting, boxers 

pre-match behavior aimed to empower the boxer himself and ”de-power” the antagonist.  

 

Tattoos could also be seen – or this is how Halme himself explains them – as memories, kind of 

souvenirs of important fights in the ringside or outside of it. In this sense the tattoos look more like 

body art used for identity work within reflexive modernity. Still it is important to remember the 

origin of some of Tony Halme’s tattoos: the connection with ultra-right movement is also possible, 

though it is not mentioned. In Sweden Vikings and Nordic gods were taken as symbol for skinheads 

and other ultra-light groups, especially after the open Nazi symbols were banned in the publicity 

(See: Viking rock in Wikipedia)8 Using public YouTube -videos and Google as your sources might 

make the picture more nice, since the most provocative symbols tend to be censored within these 

medias. 

 

Story of 12 tattoos: a narrated life philosophy written on body and paper 

 

In the end of his first published book Jumala armahtaa - minä en (1998) Tony Halme goes through 

the different tattoos he has had made onto his body (1998, 202-204). The title of the book, 

translated literally as ‘god pardons/forgives - I don’t’, expresses also the possible primary context of 

most of his tattoos: to frighten the enemy in wrestling or boxing game. Or maybe better; to express 

the (half imaginary) intention to frighten the enemy and at the same time also to empower oneself. 

And also - from the point of view of social interactions outside fighting contexts - to make oneself 

seen / noted.9 Bigness is something, but to be noted positively you have also to be seen as strong 

and dangerous.10 

                                                             
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viking_rock (23.9.2020); more about vikingarock-movement:  

http://www.vikingarock.se/ (23.9.2020); About the role of vikingarock inside Swedish ultra-right movement see also 
the documentary film about Stieg Larsson’s life (the longer version with 4 separate episodes). 

9 The YouTube video ”Olen käyttänyt kaikkia mahdollisia doping-aineita” (‘I have used all the possible doping’) is 
quite interesting in this sense. It shows (8:15-8:55) Tony Halme driving a small bike half naked (wearing only 
shorts, socks and shoes) and coming to a beach with his friend, doing some body postures there and driving away. 
The video clip could be seen as a public performance in two senses: showing oneself to the people present at the 
beach and showing this performance to the imagined audience of the video. 

10 From the point of view of fat studies (Puhakka 2019) Tony Halme is also an interesting case, since certain type of 
fatness seems to belong to body building culture also. Though fat is despised, becoming big is also connected with 
becoming fat. Between the competition periods body builders might be losing their muscles and look just fat, which 
– according to Tony Halme - is just pathetic. 
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Taken as a life-historical theme the story of different tattoos and ”my body” has been made into 

chain of rational choices of messages, which it possibly originally has not been (at least not so 

clearly). Or this is what self narratives are used: to give coherence to coincidences and accidental 

ideas the motivation of which sometimes is not known even by the person him- or herself. Obvious 

intertextuality, the 12 demands of the god in the Bible to Moses and his ”chosen” people, was later 

somewhat broken with new tattoos, this time as three references to Bible itself for example. Here I 

will go through the 12 tattoos dating mostly from the time of show wrestling and active boxing 

period and written on Tony Halme’s body latest 1998, the year Halme was expelled from USA and 

the first book was published.  

 

I will translate the narrated explanations and try to find the tattoo from the visual representations of 

Halme in photos and videos found in the internet or his life-historical books. Tattoos give also 

interesting life-historical clues, since, as we can deter from the first photo (photo 1), at the 

beginning of Tony Halme’s public life as a wrestler “Tony the Viking” he didn’t have so many 

tattoos in his body. You can see all the photos in the end of the article. 

 

The story of tattoos starts with a feeling of the shortness of life and statements of Tony Halme’s life 

philosophy. Freedom and will to reach higher seem to me quite masculine ideals, though we have to 

remember the possible role of a ghost writer, Jonni Aro, credited as an editor of the book: 

 

A year consists of 12 months and life of restricted amount of years. I don’t have so many years left 

of my life. I have always wanted to be free and I have reached higher every day in my life. That’s 

why the first of my 12 tattoos is an eagle in my left shoulder. I took it in Sweden right after I had 

moved away from home. At last I was free to fly as high as my wings can take me. 

 

The eagle (photo 2) and possibly also the Viking - another Scandinavian symbol - could derive from 

the same period, Tony’s travel to Sweden. The year could be somewhere around 1980, when Tony 

had interrupted his studies for the profession of electrician and received his first important prize as a 

body builder. These tattoo’s can’t be seen in “Tony the Viking” photo (photo 1), where Tony’s 

shoulders are covered with a (lamb?) skin, skull and imaginary large hammer (of Thor, the god of 

Thunder?) or long sword (two versions of this photo exist). 

  

In my right shoulder is a tattooed viking. It is a promise to my spiritual forefathers. I swear with 

that picture that I never give up and that I will conquer as many new peaks in my life as possible. 
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It is interesting to note that Tony mentions Vikings as his forefathers. As a (poor) Finland’s Swede 

living in Helsinki area, Swedishness could be seen as a social stigma, something you could be 

teased about in Finnish school. On the other hand there was the rising ultra-right movement already 

active in Sweden using Scandinavian mythology as its important symbolism. (Photo 3) 

 

In my left ankle is the name Thor, god of thunder, skull and two thunderbolts. When I took it, I 

promised to myself to hit my enemies in the ring and life without fear and mercy. 

 

I couldn’t find photos of Tony Halme’s left ankle. In a way invisibility is also a message. Two 

thunderbolts look like Nazi SS-group symbols and could be censored for that. Tony Halme also 

mentions in his life story the disappointment of the US customs personal about the Nazi 

connotations of some of his tattoos. “Without fear and mercy” reminds me also of my teacher’s, 

Anna-Leena Siikala’s studies about Nordic shamanism and descriptions of the so called berserks, 

ancient fighters who suggest themselves into a fearless state of mind (Siikala 2002). 

 

In my right ankle is a German eagle. It depicts my personality, not my thoughts in the first place. 

When I took it I knew, that it makes many people to hate me even more. I needed it then as a 

motivation against the world where people are made into gray gragarious animals. 

 

Tony Halme seems to have received heavy criticism for his German eagle tattoo in his right ankle. 

Putting oneself under other people’s hate as strategy for motivation could be seen as an ex post 

facto explanation for taking another Nazi tattoo on one’s body. Hiding the ankles with socks in half 

naked photos might be also a protective strategy against that hate, not just a result of censorship. 

 

The landscape of next tattoos is different: Japan and the period of show wrestling there. Strange 

letters of a strange language could be used as a fetish, not having so much to do with actual 

meaning of signs or their connections to imagined yakuza culture. In show wrestling it is important, 

that you look dangerous.  

 

On my left wrist is a Japanese ICIBAN-sign. It tells about my aim to be best and first in the row. 

 

Iciban or rather ichiban means “best” and it is most often connected with food, sushi restaurants 

and like. (Photo 4) 
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On the sleeve for a CD of Tony Halme’s songs “Painu pelle hiiteen” (‘Fuck off you bastard”) and 

“Kuningas voittamaton” (‘Invincible king’) most of the upper body tattoos are shown in a body 

building style posture. The photo is mixed with a photo of Tony’s lower back or upper part of the 

buttocks with two words, one on both buttocks: “EXIT ONLY”. (Photo 5) 

 

In my ass I have a clear message to all homosexuals. EXIT ONLY.  

 

As a statement of ultra masculinity (Junno 2012) the text makes up an interesting contrast to Tony’s 

repeating topic of shitting, diarrhea or ass as a place where something – a knife of a refrigerator for 

example – is put in aggressive threats. In Tony’s life histories there is no clue about the reason or 

situation of Exit only -tattoo. As a tattoo the words are of a lower aesthetical quality, something 

akin to his tattoos in the chest (bar code (of what?), “area code” (hell?) and social security number). 

(Photo 6) 

 

In my chest I have a bar code, social security number and my area code 666. It is my protest to 

Yankee prisons and the legal system, which treats humans simply as numbers. 

 

The story of incidents behind being expelled from USA starts Tony’s book Tuomiopäivä 

(‘Doomsday’, 2002). The book is devoted to “Finland and Finns” and in the cover Tony is dressed 

like a gentleman, in a dark suit, holding the book of Finnish Law in his hand (and using glasses as a 

mark of an intellectual). This book is a clear example of a book written for potential voters. The 

project was successful: in 2003 Tony Halme was elected as a member of the parliament of Finland, 

with one of the biggest catch of votes from the Helsinki area. With the help of Tony Halme’s 

popularity also two other members of the new Finnish populist party, Perussuomalaiset, got their 

seats in the Parliament (Timo Soini and Raimo Vistbacka; See: Kovala & Pöysä 2018). 

 

Some of Tony Halme’s tattoos are more typical for the genre. Skulls drawn in right wrist are to 

make the enemy frighten, like in pirates’ flag. Halme’s life plan connected with the skulls raises the 

meaning of these figures, but gives to me a feeling of an ex post facto explanation. For the sake of a 

good story, this tattoo had also to be connected with a more ideal context, magic of numbers (photo 

7). 

 

In my right wrist I have a chain of six skulls. When I leave this world I want to be the seventh ring 

and open the gates of hell to those other six skulls. 
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Death is a grandiose, performative theme for a show wrestler. Skulls go well together with other 

signs of death, in the case of Tony’s back with large signs of death (photo 8): 

 

In my back I have a Japanese sign of death sentence in two parts. I took it when I was wondering 

what life could still offer me and decided to live 35-year old whatever it takes. Now when I have 

reached that point, I don’t care so much about myself anymore. I know that a doom is waiting there 

for me soon. 

 

Lion from the Finnish national coat of arms adds to other animals on the body: eagles (German and 

Scandinavian). After adoring USA so much and being deeply disappointed for being expelled Tony 

Halme seems to have turned into more patriotic themes. Nationalistic topics, the treatment of war 

veterans among them, seem to have carried Tony to an otherwise unlikely success. The reason for 

tattooing the coat of arm in the upper back is explained with a boxing context, but the tattoo could 

be seen as a useful sign for the future political career as well. It has to be mentioned, that the 

Finnish flag and the national coat of arms was popular also among the skinheads movement already 

in the 1990’s (boots and green pilot coat being also important part of the uniform). 

 

Above the sign of doom I have lion, Finland’s coat of arms. I took it before my first boxing match 

for Finnish national championship and to prove that the championship belongs to me. It is a sign of 

champion and it stays with me forever.  

 

Japanese signs are shown also elsewhere in Tony’s body, telling the “same story”––the “will to die 

rather than to be ashamed”: 

 

Above Finland’s coat of arms lion is a Japanese sign for White Samurai. It is a testimony of my will 

to die rather than to be ashamed and about the idea, that only victory is acceptable in ring and in 

life.  

 

Japanese sign for bad in my neck tells the same story than all the other tattoo signs. Together they 

make up my book of life. / God pardons - I don’t.  

 

Apart the aforementioned and narrativized tattoos we can see in the public photos and videos some 

extra tattoos, possibly taken at some later stage of life: on the right shoulder the text Via Dolorosa, 

in the left biceps another figurative ring below the Viking figure, on the right arm three references 

to the Holy Bible (photos 9-11).  
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After a physical breakdown in 2005 and serious problems in marriage with wife Katja Halme 

leading to divorce Tony Halme promised publicly to leave drinking and boxing. Halme’s populist 

rhetoric of the 2003 elections included also support for the war veterans and conservative family 

values.11 Religious conversation after the breakdown in 2005 didn’t last too long: after the divorce 

and retirement from the Parliament due to healthy problems Halme still needed social acceptance 

and friendship. Journal Seiska arranged ferry trips, where Tony was a welcome visitor and 

performer. Worst scenario for him seems to have been dying alone at home, forgotten. In 10th of 

January 2010 Tony was found dead at his apartment in Eastern Helsinki, one day after his planned 

birthday party with friends. According to official reports he had died already 8th of January. Tony’s 

official birthday was 6th of January. He died at the age of 47. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In the story of twelve tattoos I find strong ex post facto feeling: I suppose that sometimes tattoos are 

also taken in a ”muddy” situation, with no exact ideas of their life-historical meaning.  Narrative of 

the 12 tattoos, as well as the story of Tony’s life history writ large is a kind of Basteln biografi 

(Beck 1995), home made, autofictional biography. Not to say, that the biography is about lying. But 

instead of lying it is giving the coincidences (and oral small stories about them) more meaningful 

role as life decisions or examples of coherent, masculine values, virtues of a Finnish man. 

 

One key aspect of tattoos has to do with violence. The physical pain of being tattooed is a kind of 

initial ritual and interesting as such. Violence against oneself – feeling of pain - is also a important 

part of wrestling and boxing. When you hit somebody with your hand, you hit also yourself. 

Muscles and fists are important part of masculine, physical violence. The symbolic expression, the 

semiotics of Tony Halme’s tattoos is also filled with violence, membership signs for groups known 

as acting violently against another group of people (immigrants, homosexuals, people of color). 

 

Death could also be seen as an act of violence. Skulls, beasts (lions and eagles) and lightning refer 

metonymically to death, which can be named also straightforward in a tattoo. Boasting to kill the 

enemy is part of the game, which at some point can turn towards yourself. Maybe this was the key 

                                                             
11 The connection of Finnish masculinity to (imagined) experiences of war has been studied by Anders Ahlbäck 

(2010). In Halme’s life histories patriotism is connected also to an image of ”That Crazy Finn”, who acts fearlessly 
in difficult and dangerous situations in USA. Connections between populism and Finnish masculinities need still 
more research (See however:  Norocel et alia 2018, Kovala & Pöysä 2018, Saresma 2018). About changing 
connections between masculinity and violence, see: Seidler 2006, Hearn et alia 2011. 
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reason Tony Halme was carrying a weapon with him also during his last days. To be able to decide 

about your own life is a sign of freedom, a value extremely important for Tony according to his 

narrated tattoos and life story. 
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https://prowrestlingstories.com/pro-wrestling-stories/ludvig-borga-surreal-shocking-life/ 

 

 

YouTube links 

 

1. Olen käyttänyt kaikkia mahdollisia doping-aineita (12:10) 

| Tony "Viikinki" Halme | ARKISTOJEN AARTEITA 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2cNRv6kgoI 

 

2.Suurin haaveeni on tulla isäksi (9:55) 

| Tony ”Viikinki” Halme | ARKISTOJEN AARTEITA 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAc9Q3ukzsY 

 

3.Tony Halme 45 minuuttia -ohjelmassa 17.9.2003 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEPoJG4SP6w 

 

 

 

 

 


